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            Abstract
We have developed a technetium labeling technology based on a new organometallic chemistry, which involves simple mixing of the novel reagent, a 99mTc(I)–carbonyl compound, with a His-tagged recombinant protein. This method obviates the labeling of unpaired engineered cysteines, which frequently create problems in large-scale expression and storage of disulfide-containing proteins. In this study, we labeled antibody single-chain Fv fragments to high specific activities (90 mCi/mg), and the label was very stable to serum and all other challenges tested. The pharmacokinetic characteristics were indistinguishable from iodinated scFv fragments, and thus scFV fragments labeled by the new method will be suitable for biodistribution studies. This novel labeling method should be applicable not only to diagnostic imaging with 99mTc, but also to radioimmunotherapy approaches with 186/188Re, and its use can be easily extended to almost any recombinant protein or synthetic peptide.
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                    Figure 1


Figure 2: Site-specific incorporation of 99mTc into the scFv fragment of McPC603 with or without a His5-tag.


Figure 3: Elution profile of radiolabeled scFv M12 in mouse blood and mouse urine 1 h after intravenous injection.
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